
black   tea
A type of tea that is more oxidized than oolong, green, and white teas. 
Black tea is generally stronger in flavour than the less oxidized teas.

oolong   tea

green   tea

white   tea

Pu Erh   tea

Herbal   infusions

Rooibos

A semi-oxidized tea produced through the process of withering the leaves 
under the sun and oxidation before curling and twisting.

A type of tea that is made from leaves that have not undergone the same 
withering and oxidation process used to make oolong and black teas.

A variety of tea that is not rolled or oxidized, resulting in a flavour 
characterized as "lighter" than most green or traditional black teas.

A variety of fermented tea which involves microbial fermentation and 
oxidation of the tea leaves, after they have been dried and rolled.

Otherwise called tisanes, these are beverages made from the infusion of 
herbs, spices, or other plants in hot water. Usually caffeine free.

Otherwise known as "red bush", this herbal infusion is made form the 
leaves of the Fabaceae family of plants growing in South Africa's Fynbos.

coffee
Single origin coffee’s sourced and roasted by Newcastle’s Pink Lane Coffee 
Roastery.



Flowery   Orange   Pekoe

Pekoe

congou

Stem

orange   pekoe

pekoe   souchong

souchong

bohea

Chinese: 茶花; pinyin: Cháhuā, literally: "tea flower"

  A species of evergreen shrub or small tree whose leaves 
and leaf buds are used to produce tea.

Camellia   sinensis 



Englis h   breakfast
Specially blended for us in Kolkata, India. It 
has a full, malty and rich flavour.

English    Breakfast   Decaffeinated

Earl   Grey

Duchess   Grey

Chai   Black

Chai   latte

Doomni   sftgfop1   assam

A decaffeinated version of our Breakfast blend 
using natural decaffeination processes.

A classic blend of Earl Grey, using a base of 
Chinese black tea and natural Bergamot oil.

Our take on the classic Earl Grey, using natural 
bergamot, lemon verbena and orange peel. 

A well spiced Indian black tea with ginger, 
cinnamon, cardamon, chicory root and spices.

A 50/50 blend of our Chai black and latte style 
milk. well spiced and sweet.

An exquisite single estate tea from upper Assam, 
using only the finest leaves and buds.

Gopaldhara   2nd   flush   darjeeling

Gopaldhara   1st   flush   darjeeling

lapsang   souchong

Kenilworth   op  ceylon

A single Darjeeling tea grown on Gopaldhara tea 
estate. Muscatel notes throughout.

A smooth and floral 1st flush from Gopaldhara tea 
estate. Lighter in flavour than the 2nd flush. 

A smoked tea grown in the Wuyi Mountains, 
Fujian. Smoked over pinewood fires.

A 2018 single estate Ceylon tea grown on the 
Kenilworth estate in Nuwara Eliya, Sri Lanka.
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yunnan   green
Grown in the mountains just outside Simao City. 
It is made from the Yunnan Broad Leaf variety.

pinhead   gunpowder

white    monkey

kukicha   sencha

kura   sencha

jasmine   yin   hao

peach   sencha

spring   garden

A Chinese tea resembling gunpowder. It’s leaf 
has been rolled into a small round pellet.

A Chinese green tea grown along the slopes of 
the Taimu Mountains in Fujian, China.

A tea made from the stalks of the tea plant. A 
light and refreshing drink.

Picked during the first harvest from the famous 
Shizuoka region. A fruity and vegetal aroma.

Top grade jasmine tea with white tips. Naturally 
scented with Jasmine blossoms.

A Japanese sencha flavoured with natural peach 
oil. A fruity and sweet flavour.

A japanese sencha flavoured with freeze dried 
rose buds, strawberries and a hint of vanilla.

genmaicha

dragonwell   (longjing)

jasmine   pearls

A Japanese sencha mixed with toasted brown rice. 
Produces a unique, mellow, nutty flavour.

The national drink in China, where it is known 
as Long Jing or Lung Ching.

This hand-rolled green tea is naturally scented 
with jasmine blossoms over several nights.
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japanese   cherry
A japanese sencha flavoured with natural cherry 
oil. Notes of sweet cherry throughout.
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wuyi   shui   xian
An exquisite Wuyi Rock Tea or “Yancha” from Lian 
Hua Peak. It is handmade by the Zhou family.

huang   jin   gui

dong   ding

orange   blossom

mi   lan   xiang   dan   cong

da   wu   ye

ya   shi   xiang   dan   cong

Translating as ‘Golden Osmanthus’, it is named 
for its colour and fragrant Osmanthus aroma.

Named after Dong Ding (Frozen Summit) mountain 
- the first place oolong was planted in Taiwan.

A Taiwanese oolong tea blended with orange peel 
and natural orange oil. A fresh citrus flavour.

A medium-heavy roast Dan Cong oolong. Roasted in 
charcoal made from lychee wood. Notes of lychee.

a Dan Cong Oolong from Feng Huang. Its name 
means "Big Dark Leaf" due to the tea leaf shape.

Translating as ‘Duck Shit’ tea, this produces a 
smooth buttery aroma and light flavour.

wuyi   rou   gui

da   hong   pao   (big   red   robe)

A medium roast Wuyi rock tea with a cinnamon 
taste and great re-infusion potential.

known as "The Emperor of Teas". It is one of the 
"Four Famous Bushes" of Wuyi Mountain rock tea.
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keemun   black
A light tea with stone fruit and slightly smoky 
notes in the aroma, producing a gentle flavour.

yunnan   black

lychee   black

chocolate   &   coconut

An unusual tea from Yunnan Province, China. It 
boasts earthy tones and warm, returning flavour.

A Chinese black tea base and naturally flavoured 
with juice from the lychee fruit. A sweet taste.

A Chinese black tea, blended with chocolate 
chips and cocnut flakes. Contains milk.
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Russian   Caravan
An aromatic and full-bodied smoked tea with a 
sweet, malty, and smoky taste.
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wuyi   wild   lapsang   souchong
An exquisite unsmoked wild Lapsang Souchong 
from the Wuyi Mountains in Fujian Province.

3.50



pai   mu   dan   (white   peony)
A full bodied white tea produced using the top 
bud and two leaves of the tea plant.

white   downey   silvery   needle

yunnan   moonlight   white

white   pomegranate

A white tea famous for its sweet and delicate 
flavour. Also known as Baihao Yinzhen.

Very similar in appearance to Silver Needle tea, 
but from a different plant cultivar.

A base of white tea with pomegranate arils, 
dragonfruit and lemongrass pieces.
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cloud   catcher
An infusion of cherry, sour cherry, kiwi, 
coconut and apple. Sweet and sour fruit notes.

peppermint

chamomile

cascara

lemongrass   &   ginger

raspberry   leaf

apple   &   cinnamon

tulsi   (holy   basil)

Serbian grown whole leaf peppermint. Fresh and 
full bodied mint flavours.

Egyptian grown whole flower chamomile. Using the 
whole flower improves both the taste and scent.

Made from the outer husk of the coffee cherry. 
Notes of peach and stone fruit. Caffeinated. 

A blend of cut lemongras and ginger pieces. 
Sweet lemon notes and fiery ginger.

A delicate infusion made from the leaf of the 
red raspberry plant. Rich in mineral content.

A blend of apple, cinnamon and hibiscus pieces. 
Mulled wine flavours noticeable throughout.

Known as Holy Basil and producing peppery notes. 
Commonly drank for it’s health benefits.
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Jingmai   raw
Jing Mai Ancient Trees Raw Pu Erh is made from 
wild growing trees in the mountains of Jing Mai.

Jingmai   cooked
Cooked version. Earthy notes are complimented 
with a smooth mouth feel and sweet aftertaste.
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puerh   special   grade
An unusual tea which is grown in the rich soil 
of the Yunnan Mountains. Improves with age.
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plain   rooibos
Long cut Rooibos or ‘red bush’ tea, grown on the 
Klipopmekaar farm in South Africa.

lavendar   &   fruit

creme   caramel

A blend of Rooibos, lavendar and dried berries. 
A soothing blend to help promote sleep.

A blend of Rooibos tea and real chunks of Creme 
Caramel. Contains milk, egg and gluten.
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Espresso
4oz

Long   Black

flat   white

latte

cappuccino

8oz

8oz

12oz

12oz
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